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Defuse bomb csgo key

For some reason, my hotkey dismantle/plant bomb is the spacebar, which doesn't work cuz mine is also jumping. but it doesn't change into the normal keyboard/mouse hotkey? So how do I change that hotkey? View Source Comments Share weapon_c4planted_c4_training[1] (Weapons Course) Stable and resistant to
most physical shocks, this improvised plastic explosive has an explosion rate of more than 8,000 meters per second when ignited. -Official description The C4 Explosive, also known simply as the C4, is an objective equipment used in bomb mane scenarios exclusively for the terrorists. It can be seen throughout the
Counter-Strike series. Overview C4 (Composition C-4) is a plastic explosive with a clay-like malleable texture, making it a versatile explosive. It is 91% composed of RDX (Research Development Explosive) and has an explosion rate of 8,092 m/s (26,550 ft/s). At the beginning of the round, a random Terrorist gets the C4.
However, if a human player plays with bots, and the settings are set to bots delaying targets for humans, only human players will be given the C4. In Counter-Strike and Counter-Strike: Condition Zero, the Terrorist has a brown backpack on their back with the C4. In Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive, the bomb appears strapped to their backs. In previous games, when playing as a terrorist or as a spectator, the scoreboard will show the word Bomb next to the name of the terrorist carrying the bomb. In Source and Global Offensive, the scoreboard shows a bomb icon next to the name of the player carrying
the bomb. If the bomber is killed or if he has dropped the bomb, hud will show on a Terrorist Player (player name) who dropped the bomb. If another Terrorist player picks up the fallen bomb, the HUD will say (player name) picked up the bomb. The C4 can be dropped and picked up by other terrorists. If dropped in
Source games, a bright light can be seen flashing. The radar shows a red dot (in Counter-Strike 1.6 and Condition Zero) or the C4 icon in red and emits a signal. For balancing reasons, if the C4 is dropped, only a terrorist can pick it up. Except under specific circumstances where the game encodes them (as in Weapons
Course), Counter-Terrorists cannot pick up the bomb. The dropped bomb cannot be moved with explosions or when fired. Some areas have invisible chest clips and triggers that prevent the bomb from being thrown into unreachable positions. However, doors can easily move a dropped bomb. [2] In Global Offensive, if
the bomb carrier does not remain inactive for too long, the bomb will be automatically dropped. Running with the bomb off is the same speed as with the knife in all games. Unlike weapons that have preset throwing distances, throwing is the C4 in Global Offensive is highly randomized, with even small changes in the
angle resulting in extreme differences in the result. [2] On bomb disposal and demolition cards, it can only be After a certain time (by default 45 seconds or 40 seconds under a competing rule set), the C4 will explode. In Counter-Strike: Global Offensive campaign Wildfire, in the storyline Co-op Strike mission The Enemy
Of My Enemy..., both players will be deployed with a C4. Planting the C4 at specific points on the map are objectives that the players must implement in order to continue. Unlike normal C4, they are not detonated with a timer, and will instead explode after the players had left the Compound, destroying it completely.
Planting To plant the C4 as a terrorist, you must walk to a bomb site (usually indicated by the letters A or B and when the C4 icon and the down arrow flash), select it using [5] key and hold [Mouse 1] button or hold USE key (default: [E]), but only in Global Offensive. The player will spend 3.2 seconds planting the bomb.
In Global Offensive, the bomb will have a different squeaking sound when planted at bomb site B. The beginning of the animation is always characterized by a radio exclamation, a switch sound and a series of electric beeps audible to all players. During planting, the player is always forced to squat. In Counter-Strike,
Condition Zero and Source, the plant player cannot move or jump during this procedure, but can crouch and uncrouch and can still rotate freely during the planting phase. In Counter Strike: Source, the player model will bend to plant the C4, regardless of whether they are in the first person view. On the other hand, in
Counter-Strike and Condition Zero the player model will not have a bending animation as they plant standing. In addition, in Counter-Strike, Condition Zero and Source, the bomb planting procedure is silent for all other players except for the planting player. When planted, the C4 will emit a loud beeping sound alongside
flashes of red light that gradually increases in pace. In addition, the round timer is switched off as soon as the C4 is planted. Detonation After the C4 was planted and enough time had passed without the Counter-Terrorists defusing it, the bomb will explode and the Terrorist team will win the round. Global Offensive
competitive mode has 40 seconds timer for the C4. In Counter-Strike, Condition Zero, Source and Global Offensive casual incarnations, the timer is set to 45 seconds by default. When it is too late for the bomb to be defused with a kit, a radio message will automatically yell at CTs to get out of the bombsite or warn Ts
that the bomb is going to explode. The damage from the C4 in Counter-Strike 1.6 is 500 at point empty. In Global Offensive, the explosion deals 500 max damage, dropping off over distance. The explosion radius is normally 1750 hammer units in Global Offensive; On Vertigo, the explosion radius is only 400 units.



Wearing further halves the amount of damage taken at most ranges, and half of the absorbed damage is derived from the armor value. The player can survive the explosion of complete health (with 1 health remaining) when when at 788 units away with armor or 1046 units without armor. [3] Walls cannot block damage
caused by the C4 explosion as long as the player is still inside the blast radius. If a player is killed by the C4 bomb, the kill icon will not appear or add a death point to the scorelist, but the player will still lose all his weapon and equipment in the next round. In Source games, the console read player will be taken damage
from the world when the player is damaged by the C4. In the Counter-Strike: Source beta, if the player is killed by the C4, the kill icon will appear and it uses the suicide icon. The console will read player stands bit too close to the bomb. Defusal After the C4 is planted, the Counter-Terrorists must defuse the bomb before
the timer is ready to win the round, regardless of whether there are any terrorists still alive. The time it takes to defuse C4 is 10 seconds or 5 seconds with a defusal kit. Only CTs can defuse the bomb. To do this, one must walk up to a planted bomb, look and hold the USE key for 10 seconds (5 with a defusal kit). The
player can defuse when standing or squatting. When defused, the player cannot fire his weapons. If the player's field of view shifts too far from the bomb, the player stops holding the USE key or reloads the player (in older games), the defusal process is stopped and any progress is lost. This makes the CT that defuses
the bomb very vulnerable to attack. When the light of the C4 turns white, indicating that the timer is ready, the harmless will fail after a very short moment and cannot be restarted. After the September 15, 2015 update for Global Offensive, when a CT player defuses the bomb, a multimeter attached by wires to the bomb
appears in their left hand when they defuse the C4, which somehow represents a harmless process. When the CT drops the device, it is a sign of the harmless process approaching completion. This is implemented to make false defusing more difficult. In Counter-Strike, Condition Zero and Source, the harmless process
is not visually identifiable (and can therefore be easily faked), with no animation being shown in both first-person and third-person, and the defusing player's only real identifying feature is a demaning sign above their heads that appears only for the CT players. Update History June 22, 2020 The decommissioning of the
bomb will now be reset if the defusing player runs too fast while defusing. August 8, 2018 Planted C4 will now emit another squeaky sound when planted on bombsite B. Reward Getting score for defusing or planting the bomb is in Counter-Strike 1.6, the reward points are still available in Source. If the bomb was planted
before the round time runs out, but the bomb is defused then the terrorists get an $800 reward bonus on top of the amount of money for losing. In Global Offensive, planting the bomb will reward the player $300 (with the exception of Arsenal: Demolition). In Counter-Strike and Counter-Strike: The plant player doesn't get
the $300 reward. Task reward Plant the bomb successfully 2 points for the planter. Successfully defuse the bomb to score 2 points for the defuser. Appearance in Deleted Scenes In Deleted Scenes, the C4 itself makes an appearance in Counter Terrorist Training, already planted and serve as a target that requires the
player to defuse it as training against future explosive threats. In story correct, variations of the C4 (Explosive Charge and Nuclear Weapon) appear as mission objectives that require defusing by the player, and the player equipment RC Bomb retains some of the characteristics of the C4 as a device that must be planted.
Behind the scenes The equipment version of the C4 itself does not exist in the game, but there are indications that they were present in the development at some point and were demolished. If the player tries to use console commands to spawn a C4, the console displays the following error message and crashes.
Host_Error: no precache: models/w_backpack.mdl The error message indicates that the C4 would originally be present in the game as a equipped equipment, and audio files of squeaky sound exist. Although the C4 was scrapped and no bomb with the encoding was included on all single player maps, the encryption was
never removed. Apparently it is an explosive device and the item was only used by terrorists. It is unknown what it was meant to manage, let alone, what the intended purpose was. Achievements Team Tactics Someone placed us in a round by placing a bomb. Rite of First DefusalWin a round by defusing a bomb.
Second to GeenSuccessfully harmless a bomb with less than one second remaining. Counter-Counter-TerroristKill a counter-terrorist while defusing the bomb. Short FusePlant a bomb within 25 seconds [excluding Demolition mode]. Participation AwardKill an enemy within three seconds of finding a dropped bomb.
ClusterstruckDoe five enemies with a bomb you placed. Wild Gooseman ChaseAs the last living Terrorist, distract a more harmless long enough for the bomb to explode. Blast Will and TestamantWin a round by picking up the bomb from a fallen comrade and successfully planting it. Defusus InterruptusStop defusing the
bomb long enough to kill an enemy, then successfully defuse it. Boomala BoomalaPlant 100 bombs. The Hurt BlockerVerfuse 100 bombs successfully. Combat Skills Defuse This! Kill the harmless with a HE grenade. Arsenal Mode Shorter FusePlant five bombs in Demolition Mode. Quick CutDeffus five bombs in
demolition mode. Bomb Blast Will and TestamentWin make a round by picking up the bomb from a fallen comrade and successfully planting it. Boomala BoomalaPlant 100 bombs. ClusterstruckKill 5 players in a Blast. Combat ReadyDeffu a bomb with a kit when it would have failed without one. Counter-Counter-
TerroristKill a CT while defusing the bomb. Defusus InterruptusStop to defuse a terrorist and then successfully finish defusing the the Participation AwardKill an enemy player within 3 seconds of recovering from a dropped bomb. Rite of First DefusalWin a round by defusing a bomb. Second to GeenSuccessfully harmless
a bomb with less than one second remaining. Short FusePlant a bomb in 25 seconds. Someone gave us the BombWin a round by planting a bomb. The Hurt BlockerFuse 100 bombs. Wild Gooseman ChaseAs the last living terrorist, distract a harmless long enough to detonate the bomb. Kill Defuse This! Kill the
harmless with a HE grenade. Bugs On maps like Prodigy and Vertigo where bottomless falls, as a human player who as a terrorist (un)deliberately plays the bomb in one of these bottomless falls, all terrorist bots will jump and die in the fall in an attempt to retrieve it. This can happen in all games, although Global
Offensive attempts to address the problem by adding invisible walls that only block the C4 and triggers that reset the bomb position to the last location with solid ground when it falls off the map. Oddly enough, however, if the bomb is dropped into the frozen river in Survivor, few bots will try to retrieve it and will instead try
to eliminate the opposition to win the round. However, some bots may still be in the river to try to retrieve the bomb, but will eventually drown in the waters. If the bomb is dropped/planted in an area where players cannot easily reach (for example, on top of a crate) or behind large movable props such as barrels (in
Source), the bots may struggle to reach it and communicate with it. When the C4 was first introduced in CS Beta 4.0, the Terrorist armed with no need to select it to plant the bomb. Instead, he would have an appropriate key that would plant the bomb immediately. It can be planted anywhere, even in areas outside the
bomb sites. This caused many gameplay problems in which a terrorist could easily plant in the spawn zone. If it exploded, no money was given and the round wouldn't end. In Beta 4.1, it was updated so that the bomb can be retrieved if it is placed outside a bomb site. In Beta 5.0, the bomb was reworked as a separate
equipment in lock 5 that requires the player to plant in a bomb site by holding down the fire key. Before Counter-Strike 1.6, if the bomb is planted, the round timer will still run. In other words, if the C4 is planted while the round timer is less than 45 seconds, the CT's will win by default. This is changed after 1.6 as the
round timer is off when the bomb is planted and it will need a CT to defuse the bomb. In GoldSrc games, if a Terrorist bot is in the process of planting the C4 and a (human) player activates the command in the console, the console will say (bot name) killed itself with (a headshot of) c4 for the bot that is planting the C4. A
terrorist with a tactical shield cannot pick up fallen C4 while the shield is being deployed. In Source, if a terrorist starts typing the C4 code in third person, a muzzle flash will appear as if the the had fired his weapon. In Global Offensive, there was a glitch in which the terrorist arming the C4 apparently put the bomb back
in his grip right after it was set on the ground. In addition, even if the plant animation displayed the Terrorist crouching during the allotted time, that player can actually get up. Later in an update, these visual errors were fixed as players are forced into squatting to plant the bomb. In the GoldSrc Counter-Strike games, if
playing on a map with vehicles such as de_jeepathon2k (a cut beta card), terrorists can drive into the bombsite, plant the bomb in the back of the vehicle, then drive wherever they want with the bomb tapping in the back. Once the bomb explodes, even if nowhere near the bomb site, terrorists will win. However, be
careful, as the bomb may fall out of the vehicle if driven too fast. In Bron, if a player plants the C4 on a prop and moves the prop away, it will float in the air. In Global Offensive, the C4 will clip through all movable props, making this impossible. In addition, Global Offensive had most props motionless, making only small
and small props movable. In the older Counter-Strike games, after the C4 is planted, the flashing light of the bomb can be seen by players. Currently, the sprite is still seen through props. In some custom cards, if the bomb explodes and kills a hostage, the player who planted the C4 gets a punishment as if he killed the
hostage himself. In other words, that player will lose a lot of money, but he'll get some back in the next round. Note that whoever placed the bomb is still vulnerable to being kicked off the server should the option be enabled. If bot_debug 1 is used, bots will continue to attack enemies nearby (with their knife when they are
in close range), even if their status is set to ignore all enemies and their stated goal is to escape the bomb. Trivia The name of the game file for this item is c4. However, in Global Offensive the model name is ied. In Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, C4 is referred to as C4 Explosive. IED is the acronym for improvised
explosive device. The C4 has unused PaintableMaterial and player_loadout_slots features found in the item scheme, although the bomb has no custom finishes or alternative replacements. The in-game files also list 2 unreleased alternatives to the bomb: Custom Code C4 and Radio C4. Although not normally in the
player's inventory in Global Offensive, a player can change the name of the bomb by editing the items_game file and buying a name tag in the in-game store. The file must be restored after naming the C4 in order to continue playing on official servers. In all games prior to Global Offensive, the C4 referred to as 'she' in
one of the radio report menus (She's going to blow!). When called, it is referred to as 'it' (Get outta there, it's going to blow!). The description in the game claims that C4 has an explosion speed of 8,000 miles per second 13,000 kilometers per second), which is much higher than the actual blast rate of the C4 of 8,092 m/s,
or about 5 miles per second. This is probably a developer oversight and was later changed to a more correct 8,000 meters per second. In Counter-Strike: Source, when planting the C4, the size of the C4 seems larger than the world model and before the player plants. In the GoldSrc Counter-Strike games, if a player
observes a terrorist planting the C4, there is no animation between the allocation when the Terrorist has finished setting the time and when the bomb is set on the ground (it seems that the bomb is magically placed on the floor of the user's hands). In Source and later released games there is an animation that solves this
well. The arming code for the C4 in Source and Global Offensive is 7355608. During the alpha development of Global Offensive, the C4 had a different model. In Global Offensive, a small update on August 25, 2015 made defusing the bomb cause party noises with glitter and balloons bursting into the air. This was done
to commemorate ESL One Cologne 2015. The C4 during every Christmas update since the December 18, 2018 update has a candy cane and is gift wrapped. There was an HD version of the C4, featured in the Counter-Strike: Global Offensive trailer. In custom maps with water, the explosion caused by the C4 cannot
harm players if they are in the water, even within the radius of the blast. If bots are equipped, they will automatically switch to wielding the knife when the bomb is about to explode and will attempt to leave the bombsite. Interestingly, even if a bone is far away from the ticking C4, that bone will still follow the above
behavior. If human players are present, they will have the advantage of killing bots as the AI controlled players rarely switch back to their firearms, even if they see enemy players. However, they will switch to a firearm when they see an enemy player as the bomb is about to explode in 5 seconds (usually at 8 seconds) in
Source. In older games, as the C4 is about to explode and collision bots of both teams at the bombsite, there is a small chance that they will start a knife fight, usually causing every bot near the bombsite to be killed by the explosion. In Global Offensive, when the timer expires, a special beeping sound can be heard, and
the red flashing light will turn white, and the bomb will explode after 1 second; In previous games, the C4 will go off immediately after the timer expires, whether it is defused or not. CT bots will give up defusing the bomb and run if the C4 is about 5 seconds detonated if they haven't cooperated with the C4 yet.
Sometimes, the CT bots will say unique quotes when they get in C4 seconds away from the blast. In older games, crates or other objects near the C4 will be destroyed. In Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, the explosion does not harm the props in a bombsite (most large major will be in Global
Offensive are actually completely immobile). Instead, specific brush objects are destroyed in some cards, such as Train. In Counter-Strike: Source: A fire appears when the C4 is successfully detonated. Sometimes there is a glitch where the smoke is still in the air and the fire (although only a small amount) will still
appear. However, the fire will not harm players if it is a sprite rather than an actual entity. See also External Links References Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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